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Disclosure

We certify that the opinions and predictions set forth in Narwhal Capital Management publications are, for better or worse, our professional beliefs at the time of 
publication.

We are not under duress or pressure from any of the corporate entities mentioned, nor do we intend to do business with them on the investment banking or 
advisory side of things. Nor is this a solicitation or inducement to take action, whether buying or selling, based upon the opinions presented. Again, this 
publication is a summarization of our professional beliefs and actions that have occurred in the past. We are not “selling” nor attempting to convince the reader of 
any one particular course of action.

Although we are investment advisors, our publications are not to be construed as investment advice. Quite frankly, this publication is a snapshot of our research 
and opinions. We strive to be as impartial, insightful and accurate as possible. We do base our opinions, analysis, and calculations on information and analysis 
that we believe to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee that they are either accurate or complete. We may change our minds about any item mentioned and we 
will not necessarily update them in print. We can guarantee that our research and opinions will sometimes be flat out wrong. This may be from subjective blind 
spots, mistakes, ignorance, uncertainty of predicting events, or emotional bias. However, we prefer that our predictions/opinions/research be proven right 100% 
of the time, and that the stocks our clients own go up, not down, therefore you can assume some level of self-interest and “hope” is present in this and all future 
publications.

At the time of publication employees of Narwhal Capital Management may or may not have held positions in the securities detailed in this report.

Unless otherwise noted, all financial data for investments accessed via the Bloomberg Terminal.

Finally, we must disclose that PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE RESULTS.
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Questions?
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NCM Macro
“Q3 2022 – High Winds”

The VIX – or CBOE Volatility Index – is a measure of how much investors are willing to pay for options on 
the S&P 500 Index. You can think of this like insurance. If you live in an area of high crime or high risk for 
natural disasters or if you drive an expensive car, you may be willing to pay more for insurance on your 
assets. Similarly, when investors are concerned about large moves in the market, they are also willing to pay 
more for this type of insurance. For this reason, the VIX operates almost as a “fear gauge” for markets, and 
high readings are often seen in periods of heightened uncertainty, where there is a wide cone of uncertainty
and the future is very unclear.

In 2022, the VIX has averaged its highest level (25.9) – outside of 2020 (29.2) – since 2009 (31.5). Indeed, 
the average reading is higher even than in 2011 (24.2), when US debt was downgraded by Standard & 
Poors and the European Monetary Union rested upon very thin ice indeed.

The bottom line is that, while it is certainly not news to anyone that the markets have been highly volatile in 
2022, it may be worth noting just how uncertain the environment is. Indeed, one could argue that the 
market volatility is a function of the uncertain environment, rather than the other way around.
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High Winds

▪ “We must free ourselves of the hope that 
the sea will ever rest. We must learn to sail 
in high winds.”
▪ Aristotle Onassis

5

In such an environment of high winds, potential for large gusts, and persistent rises and drops, the best 
defense is a strong boat. Rather than sailing a small quick catamaran and relying solely on the skill of the 
sailor in the hopes of reaching calm skies, it is prudent to instead to build a strong vessel that can endure 
the high winds. 

Aristotle Onassis was a Greek shipping magnate who ended up marrying Jackie Kennedy. He notes that 
rather than hoping for calm seas, it is best to “learn to sail in high winds.” Ultimately, this is what we plan 
to lay out in this presentation.
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Investment Landscape
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Upside risks:
1. Confidence improves
2. Corporate investment outweighs 

near-term consumer weakness
3. Inflation turns down

Downside risks:
1. Europe
2. Central Banks
3. Supply/demand issues recur

We introduced this framework in July at our Q2 Macro Presentation. We believe it continues to be a 
framework that governs the current macroeconomic world.

So far, the impacts have been milder than we anticipated in July, primarily due to the combination of wage 
increases and falling oil prices. However, with core inflation still elevated, the Fed’s job is not yet done and 
monetary policy continues to tighten the screws on the economy. For now, the biggest impact of tight 
monetary policy is being felt in financial markets but we acknowledge that this is simply a transmission 
mechanism for the Fed. The Fed’s goal is to increase the cost of money, thereby putting a damper on 
growth.

The most obvious demonstration of this mechanism we’ve seen play out is as follows: higher cost of money 
makes credit and capital less available for venture capital and venture debt firms. This results in less money 
for startups to fund growth and advertise on places like Facebook. Lower advertising spend there means less 
revenue for Facebook and results in job losses. Indeed, we’ve already begun to see this scenario play out and 
the Fed’s goal is that this will continue to play out on larger and larger scales in the economy overall.
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Investment Strategy
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Personal:
Be smart and disciplined about 
your cash and debt.

Set up the chess board.

Equities: 
Accumulate good businesses at 
good prices that have shown they 
can weather the cycle. 

Especially look at the ability of the 
company to maintain margin and 
service debt (if it has any).

Fixed Income: 
Interest rates and widening 
spreads present opportunity and 
risk. 

Look for opportunities created by 
liquidity issues (e.g. Munis, MBS). 

Investment Strategy

The investment strategy hasn’t changed in the past three months. It is time to set up the chess board. Be 
smart about your personal finance decisions and invest in proven businesses with relatively low earnings 
risk. Diversify. Look to take advantages of weak hands in fixed income markets: purchase bonds with low 
credit risk at attractive spreads.
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In this presentation we will take stock of the current state of the economy as well as the factors influencing 
where the economy is trending. The pace of decline in the economy has slowed markedly over the past three 
months and Q3 may actually prove to be a strong period of growth. However, as long as inflation remains 
elevated and the Fed remains bent on breaking the back of inflation, the economy has a lid on it where any 
acceleration in the fundamentals is likely to be met by the swift and callous hand of Jay Powell.
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Real Average Hourly Earnings Are Falling
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As a result of the erosion of purchasing power, real average hourly earnings are falling. In fact, the amount 
of real (inflation-adjusted) hourly earnings have been declining Y/y every month since April 2021. Over the 
past three months, it is no longer accelerating to the downside. However, this seems to be temporary – the 
result of a combination of lower oil prices and higher wages. However, as will be shown later in the 
presentation, we are concerned that oil prices may rise further and wages rise at a slower rate.
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Wage Growth Pacing Inflation
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Wage growth has accelerated strongly as Job Switchers continue to get pay increases in excess of Job Stayers. 
We are beginning to see some moderation in the pace of wage growth but it is very early days and it is too 
early to call a top. The Federal Reserve wants to see the average figure somewhere in the 3% range; 6.7% is 
far too high.

Source: Atlanta Fed Wage Growth Tracker
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Job 
Openings 
Rolling 

Over…Finally

Additionally, the job market remains remarkably tight, which could continue to push wages higher. 
Although the number of job openings fell in the US to 10.05m in August from 11.17m in July, the figure is 
still remarkably elevated and the pace of moderation is likely not fast enough for the Federal Reserve. 

An interesting note here is that most of the decline in job postings are for remote work. Jobs which have 
low levels of remote-work share continue to see strong levels of postings and in fact have not really softened 
at all this year. We are interested to see how this impacts overall wage growth.

https://www.hiringlab.org/2022/10/03/september-2022-labor-market-update/
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Hiring intentions falling
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Similarly, hiring expectations have fallen but, on net, more CEOs expect headcount to increase than those 
who expect it to decrease.

https://www.businessroundtable.org/media/ceo-economic-outlook-index
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Hiring Stabilized after June

13

The pace of hiring has been below the levels from last year but continues to be well above 1.0 both in 
Atlanta and for the US more generally. Atlanta continues to trend above the national average. This chart 
only runs through August, but we can observe the reacceleration in the economy in that month as 
businesses have digested the initial shock from the Q2 slowdown in business.

https://economicgraph.linkedin.com/resources/linkedin-workforce-report-september-2022
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/blog/linkedin-workforce-report-september-2022-atlanta-ga?src=or-
search&veh=www.google.com%7Cor-search
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Core Inflation Persistently High even as 
Headline Falls Slightly
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This chart is perhaps the most worrying one that we have. It shows that while headline inflation has 
dropped somewhat in Q3, core inflation (excluding food and energy prices) has actually picked up. This 
increases the risk of persistent and entrenched inflation. Notably, we can see that the pace of inflation in 
the last six months is highly correlated with the pace of the economy. The Q2 slowdown in core inflation 
coincided with a slowdown in business activity. The acceleration in prices seen in Q3 coincides with an 
acceleration in the underlying economy. The implication here is clear: If the Fed is to effect a substantial 
reduction in core inflation, it may need to more heavily restrict business activity and economic growth.
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Monthly Inflation Provides a Better 
Understanding of the Near-term Momentum

15
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The persistent inflation can also be seen in this chart which shows inflation on a month-to-month basis. The 
hope for many is that as we cycle over elevated inflation readings from last year, the level of reported 
inflation will start to drop. Unfortunately, with monthly inflation running at over 0.5%, the implication is 
that we are still seeing core inflation that is north of 6% - more than 3x the Fed’s stated goal.
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Federal Reserve Expectations for 2022
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DEC 2021 MAR 2022 JUN 2022 SEP 2022

GDP +4.0% +2.8% +1.7% +0.2%

Unemployment Rate 3.5% 3.5% 3.7% 3.8%

PCE Inflation 2.6% 4.3% 5.2% 5.4%

Core PCE Inflation 2.7% 4.1% 4.3% 4.5%

Fed Funds Rate 0.9% 1.9% 3.4% 4.4%

The chart here shows how the Federal Reserve’s predictions for the US economy have evolved over time. 
When we came into the year, the Fed predicted strong growth and moderately elevated inflation. Today, 
they have been forced to substantially raise their forecasts. Monetary policy helps to determine the cost of 
money. When monetary policy is volatile, the cost of money is also volatile. This breeds uncertainty an 
volatility in business because it makes planning investment decisions difficult. Prudent, conservative 
managers end up “playing it safe” because they don’t know what will happen next.

We think that core inflation will ultimately still end up higher than the Federal Reserve expectation of 4.5% 
for the year.

Currently, the actual reported economic readings are as follows.

GDP:
• Q1: +3.7% Y/y
• Q2: +1.8% Y/y
• Q3 estimate: 1.5% (GDP Now is 2.9%) Y/y

Unemployment rate 3.7%

Inflation:
• PCE inflation: 6.5% (last 6.2%)
• PCE Core inflation: 5.1% (last 4.9%)

16



Fed Funds Rate: 3.00-3.25% (effectively 3.25%)
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Interest Rates Have Risen Rapidly
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Aggressive monetary policy and rising inflation has led to significant rises in the 10-year Treasury note, a key 
benchmark of interest rates in the United States. For context, a 1% move is considered by many to be a 
“shock”. We have moved 2.5% already this year. Higher interest rates are good for savers but bad for 
borrowers; they discourage investment because (1) the hurdle/cost of borrowing to invest is higher and (2) 
savers can generate more income by simply purchasing government notes than by taking on riskier 
investments like corporate bonds, leveraged loans, or equity markets.
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Mortgage Rates Have Risen Even Faster
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Mortgage rates have risen even faster than the treasury notes. This is a market that is driven by supply and 
demand, just like most markets. Higher mortgage rates mean more demand or less supply or both. While 
we have indeed seen a bit less demand (people tend not to refinance their homes at higher rates) we have 
also seen markedly less supply. There are a few reasons for this:

1) Structure: Mortgages carry extension risk. On average mortgages pay off in 5-8 years as homes are sold 
or mortgages are refinanced. But when mortgage rates rise, refinancings dry up, home transactions 
slow, and mortgages don’t get paid off as fast. This means that investors are left holding low-yielding 
mortgages for longer than they thought they would even when there are more attractive alternatives at 
higher rates. Therefore, investors get skittish of mortgages when rates rise causing them to “tail” more 
than other fixed income instruments. The implication of this is lower investor demand.

2) The Federal Reserve has withdrawn from purchasing mortgages and is in fact allowing mortgages to run 
off. This means that when mortgages do pay off, the Federal Reserve is not rolling that money into the 
mortgage. So that new loan needs to find a buyer other than the Fed. Again, lower demand for 
mortgages means lower prices and higher rates.

3) Banks are operating in a market environment where there is less liquidity and they are loathe to hold 
mortgages on their own balance sheet. Banks are wary of the credit risk and they don’t want to suck up 
valuable cash with boring mortgages. As a result, more liquidity is withdrawn from the mortgage market 
and there are fewer ready buyers of mortgages.
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Low Liquidity → Wider Mortgage Spreads
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As shown in this chart, mortgage rates have risen more than one would expect given the rise in 30-year US 
government bonds. At the beginning of the year, you could have bought a mortgage paying 1.50% on top of 
the treasury rate. Today, that spread has more than doubled. So as much as the mortgage rates have risen 
due to the Fed action, the spread has widened on top of it. It is a double-whammy for would-be home 
buyers.
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Affordability

▪ Shifting to Walmart
▪ “In Walmart's U.S. business, we have seen mid-to-higher income 

customers come to Walmart looking for value. As you would expect, food 
and consumables, in particular, are places where they're looking to save 
some money.” – Walmart CEO Doug McMillon, 8/16/22

▪ Searching for the intersection of supply and demand in housing
▪ “The interest rate movements were very sudden and adjusted very 

quickly, and that suddenness has always led to a pullback in housing 
demand. Part of the pullback is driven by simple affordability, and part of 
the pullback is driven by the psychology of the sudden and aggressive 
interest rate hike, causing either monthly payment sticker shock or a 
sense of having missed the boat.” – Lennar Chairman Stuart Miller, 
9/22/22

20

Full Lennar comments:

The Fed chair's additional increase of 75 basis points of the Fed funds rate yesterday together with an 
articulated determination to do more, suggests that even more challenges lie ahead. While demand has cooled 
at once high pricing levels, demand for shelter still exists, where price intersects with current interest rates to 
produce an affordable monthly payment. 

There is still a housing shortage across the country, especially workforce housing and household formation has 
continued to rise. There's still very limited inventory and there's very little exposure to traditional inventory 
overhangs like foreclosures and speculators. Additionally, buyers are still seeking shelter from inflationary 
pressures on rentals as scarce rentals and increased demand from those who would otherwise purchase, drive 
and keep rents higher. 

As we bring prices down and incentives up, demand is still there. And these fundamentals give us assurance 
that while there is short and medium term reconciliation, the long term prospects for housing continue to be 
strong.
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Savings Stabilize in Q3
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As consumers downshifted their consumption somewhat and as inflation eased and wages grew, savings 
actually picked up very modestly in Q3. However, this does little more than stem the downward tide. We 
need to see more evidence before we can call the stabilization a trend.
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Credit Card Debt Stalls Out…For Now
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Similarly, we are seeing credit card bills stabilize. They aren’t really going down but, for the moment at least, 
consumers seem to have had some stabilization in their personal finances.
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Delinquency 
Rates 

Remain Low
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We continue to be encouraged by low delinquency rates, which are remarkable given the consternation 
elsewhere in the market and even on the small and medium business side.
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Oil Prices Fell as Supply Increased
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Underpinning improved consumer confidence was the fall in oil prices. This was driven by OPEC+ 
returning production to 2019 levels and aggressive releases from the US Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR). 
Oil supply tends to be roughly 100 million barrels per day (100mmbpd) globally. The US alone has been 
releasing 1mmbpd since May. This will continue to the end of October but there is a limit to how much the 
US can achieve with these releases. In November, the US plans to release 10mmb, which is tantamount to a 
700mmbpd reduction in supply.
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But Oil Supplies Beginning to Fall

▪OPEC+ announced a 2mmbpd production cut
▪ In reality, amounts to 0.5-1.0mmbpd
▪ Leaves the door open to further production cuts

▪ SPR releases were 1mmbpd; will move to 10mmb in November
▪ Reduces supply by ~0.7mmbpd

▪ Supply should move oil prices higher; as planned, cuts amount to 
~1.5% of global oil supply
▪Demand is more difficult to figure but so far has not fallen much

25

OPEC+ is now backtracking on earlier production increases and SPR releases are set to slow. We are 
concerned that this could drive global oil supplies into a deficit.
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Europe Policy; Could Perpetuate Inflation

▪UK Policy
▪ Change in leadership: Johnson → Truss
▪ Fiscal and monetary stimulus

▪ European relations
▪ Germany’s large energy package
▪ Unintended consequences

▪ Italian Elections
▪ Italy’s Far-right Brothers of Italy win September elections
▪ Giorgia Meloni likely to be first female Prime Minister

26

Germany

Germany is going it alone with a 200b euro package (5.6% of Germany GDP), unveiled the last week of 
September. The Italians and French didn’t like this. The EU commission president Ursula von der Leyen, 
called for a bloc-wide ceiling on the price of gas (Germany objected to this). German companies and 
households could receive 8.4% of GDP in energy subsidies over two years. Including the 100b already 
allocated, the 300b figure is more than double the combined financial support provided by Italy and France.

Germany’s proposal is essentially a price cap on gas. 200b in fresh debt. It will set a limit for gas prices and 
pay the difference between that cap and what gas importeres pay on the world market

https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-set-to-introduce-gas-price-cap/

UK

UK policy: tax cuts, caps on energy bills for homes and businesses (financed through borrowing), and 
accelerating dozens of major new infrastructure projects including transportation, telecom and energy – one 
analyst said the price tag could be $200b. These proposals could result in government debt reaching 94% of 
GDP by 2026/27 compared with the March forecast of 81%. The new Chancellor of the Exchequer is 
Kwasi Kwarteng. Kwarteng worked at Odey Fund Management – Crispin Odey is notoriously contrarian. 
Apparently so is Kwarteng. The UK will unveil its full plan on October 31st.

In late September, the Bank of England stepped in to soothe market fears as UK Gilts (government bonds) 

26



declined significantly in value. This is what they call a debt spiral as people become more concerned with 
credit quality.

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-liz-truss-62a86ff2e88ee60b3e8773419fe7d4d2

Italy

The Brothers of Italy are led by Giorgia Meloni, the first female prime minister of Italy. It will form the most 
right-wing Italian government since WWII. She is set to win 26% of the vote. Her alliance includes Matteo 
Salvini’s far right League and Silvio Berlusconi’s center-right Forza Italia. Brothers of Italy only won 4% of 
the vote four years ago. This time it benefited from staying out of the national unity government that 
collapsed in July, led by Mario Draghi. 

Meloni has tried to soften her rhetoric recently, emphasizing support for Ukraine and toning down her anti-
EU rhetoric. She will be PM after being nominated by Sergio Mattarella, the president, likely at the end of 
October

Italy is the EU’s 3rd largest economy. 
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Inflation Reduction Act

27

• Utility companies are 
the largest beneficiary

• Pharmaceutical 
companies could be 
harmed due to 
Medicare price 
negotiation

• Share buybacks could 
slow but we have not 
yet seen this; the tax 
does not take effect 
until tax years 
beginning after 
12/31/22

Details

• Health care
• Lower prescription drug costs

• Medicare to negotiate prescription drug costs
• Medicare Part D out-of-pocket costs capped at $2,000/year
• Cap insulin at $35/month

• 3-year extension of expanded ACA subsidies
• Medicare inflation rebate program

• Manufacturers must pay a rebate to the federal government if prices for single source 
drugs under Part B and nearly all covered drugs under Part D increase faster than the 
rate of inflation

▪ Energy security and climate change ($369b)
▪ EV tax credits - $4,000 for used and $7,500 for new. Would be income-tested ($75k/$150k 

for used and $150k/$300k for new). 

Sources:

▪ Details on numbers: https://www.crfb.org/blogs/whats-inflation-reduction-act
▪ Details on Taxes: https://www.lw.com/admin/upload/SiteAttachments/Alert%203001.pdf
▪ White House By the numbers: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-

releases/2022/08/15/by-the-numbers-the-inflation-reduction-act/
▪ White House Fact Sheet: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-
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releases/2022/08/19/fact-sheet-the-inflation-reduction-act-supports-workers-and-
families/#:~:text=The%20Inflation%20Reduction%20Act%20will%20protect%20Medicare%20recipien
ts%20from%20catastrophic,for%20the%20first%20time%20ever.
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Inflation Reduction Act – Deficit Reduction?

28

While there is some economic rationale to thinking that government austerity can reduce inflation (in 
effect, lowering demand), the bill barely achieves that in the long-term and certainly doesn’t achieve that in 
the near-term. The bottom line is that it is probably a leap to think that the Inflation Reduction Act can 
meaningfully lower inflation over the relevant investible horizon.

Source: Bank of America
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Student Loans

29

Student loan payments to resume in January

•Pell Grant recipients - $20k
•All other federal student loans - $10k
•Employed by non-profits, military, government – all outstanding

•This expires on October 31, 2022
•Requires 120 payments working full-time in that capacity

Loan forgiveness – income limit of $125k/$250k

•Max 5% of discretionary income on undergrad loans (down from 10% under the most recent plan)
•Nondiscretionary income is anything under 225% of the federal poverty level (equates to ~$30k)
•Forgive loan balances after 10 years of payments (down from 20 years) assuming loan balance <$12k

Cap student loan payments

The resumption of student loan repayments may hurt growth and inflation at the margin. However, the 
reality is that the amount that must be repaid (5% of discretionary income) is relatively modest. On top of 
that, the announced debt forgiveness should alleviate some concerns among indebted college graduates. 

Some would make the argument that this announcement is inflationary because it is tantamount to a $10k-
$20k helicopter drop of cash for many of these students. However, we submit the reality that there is a low 
likelihood that many of these people have been setting that money aside for the past 2.5 years. In effect, our 
view is that graduates have essentially been acting as if their loans were fully forgiven because they haven’t 
been making payments or accruing interest.

Overall, we don’t think Student Loans will have a meaningful contractionary impact on inflation when 
payments resume in January.

https://studentaid.gov/debt-relief-announcement/
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Inventory Levels Falling in the Services Sector
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Inventory liquidations have helped to quell inflation in some pockets of the economy over the summer. As 
we discussed at the last Macro presentation, Target and Walmart took drastic and swift action to markdown 
and sell excess inventory. However, this has since begun to normalize. Retail falls into the “Services” piece of 
the ISM report and we have begun to see inventory levels fall significantly over the past couple months. 
While levels of inventory at manufacturers remain high, we would expect this to ultimately fall also.

The end result here is that the disinflationary impact of inventory liquidations may only be temporary. If 
retailers regain control over their inventory positions, it could set the stage for a renewed pickup in 
inflation. Again, the reason we need to get out of the inflation loop is because the more that inflation 
persists, the more the Fed is likely to squeeze liquidity from the market.
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Business fixed investment falling

31

Capital spending expectations are beginning to fall but they have not yet fallen as severely as they did either 
in 2008 or 2020. Indeed, the current levels remain roughly in line with the 2011-2016 economy.

https://www.businessroundtable.org/media/ceo-economic-outlook-index
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Mortgage 
Payments up 

50% Y/y

In terms of consumer fixed investment, home buyers are being asked to absorb mortgage payments that are 
50% higher than they were this time last year. This lends credence to the idea espoused earlier by Lennar 
that many consumers feel like they “missed the boat.”

Source: Redfin
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Pullback in housing
• Median Sale prices have stabilized in the last month

• Homes are still selling above list price

• But homes that sit for a while are forced to drop their prices

33

The sale-to-list ratio fell to 99.2%, down from 100.8% a year earlier. Sellers need to drop their asking prices. 
At the same time, the housing market is still moving…somewhat. 

Overall, it is almost surprising the housing market is as strong as it is given the dramatic rise in interest 
rates.

https://www.redfin.com/news/housing-market-update-mortgage-payments-hit-new-high/
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Consumption Accelerated as gas prices fell

34
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This is the picture of a resilient consumer; they pulled back in the summer because they were forced to do 
so. But, at the first sign of oil (read: inflation) moderating, the consumer jumped back in and began 
contributing to growth once again.
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Consumption is Solid but Teetering

Lower retail inventories 
→ markdown pace will 
slow

Fewer job openings →
slower pace of wage 
increases

Lower oil supplies 
(OPEC+, SPR) → higher 
fuel/input costs

Recent stronger 
demand → more 
aggressive Fed policy
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We are wary that the inflation reprieve has been only temporary and the resultant rebound in consumer will 
follow a similar path. With the Fed continuing to rise interest rates as long as elevated inflation persists, we 
are operating with the assumption that the economic engine may slow, perhaps significantly.
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Stock valuations vs. Bond valuations

36

Stocks Cheap

Stocks 
Expensive

This chart is used to introduce the relationship between the cost of money (bonds) and stock prices. 
Notably, when one normalizes for inflation, the earnings/yield of the S&P 500 has remained remarkably 
steady since the end of the Global Financial Crisis. 

Source: Yardeni
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Interest Rates Correlated to Inflation Expectations

37

The correlation between inflation expectations and the 10-year interest rate is remarkably consistent over 
time. As long as inflation expectations rise, it is likely interest rates will also. The proxy for inflation 
expectations used here is the Philly Fed 10-year inflation expectation survey.
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Tight Money → Cheaper Bonds

38
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This chart effectively shows the tightness of monetary policy. Higher readings means 
the cost of money is high. Lower readings means the cost of money is low. The chart 
shows in stark relief how we have suddenly and severely gone from an environment is 
among the loosest ever to an environment which is among the tightest. 

Tight policy and higher real yields imply that valuations of both fixed income instruments fall and equity 
instruments fall.
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Fewer dollars available → cheaper equity valuations

39

Indeed, valuations have corrected in the stock market. There is a clear correlation between tightening 
financial market conditions and lower stock price valuations. Earnings have not shifted all that much but 
the price paid for those cash flows has; and that is primarily the result of interest rates/Fed monetary policy.

The bottom line here is that inflation causes monetary tightness which then manifests in lower stock and 
bond prices.
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Fed Policy has Driven Markets To-date

1. Much of the “froth” created by easy money has been taken out 
by the market; valuations have fallen

2. To date, the primary driver of lower stock and bond prices has 
been the availability of capital

3. Going forward, earnings have so far held up well; but we are 
concerned that sales will begin to drop

40
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Portfolio 
Management

“The Sea finds out everything you did wrong.”

Francis Stokes
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Managing Portfolios

Assumptions

• We don’t have clairvoyance
• Volatile period where the future 

outlook is murky
• Risks appear to be skewed to the 

downside

Emphasis

• Self-amortizing assets
• Low/no reliance on financial 

markets
• Revenue reliability
• Significant returns on invested 

capital
• An idiosyncratic opportunity
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HCA 5.875s 
of 2026

✓Self-amortizing asset: high coupon allows 
for significant reinvestment opportunities; 
relatively short maturity.
✓Low/no reliance on financial markets: 

Underlying business is well capitalized; 
well-positioned within capital stack.
✓Revenue reliability: Hospitals are resilient 

to the economic cycle.
✓Returns on invested capital: Solid spread 

to iCurve.
✓Idiosyncratic opportunity: Nurse 

shortages/costs becoming less of an issue.
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Costco

✓Self-amortizing asset: dividend, including special 
dividends. This adds liquidity to the portfolio that 
can be redeployed at potentially more attractive 
valuations.

✓Low/no reliance on financial markets: Owns its 
real estate outright, has cash well in excess of its 
debt, does not need to roll debt.

✓Revenue reliability: Membership fees provide 
>50% of operating income.

✓Returns on invested capital: When we provide 
capital to Costco, they return 20% on the money.

✓Idiosyncratic opportunity: Special dividend, 
membership fee increase.
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Eli Lilly

✓Self-amortizing asset: modest dividend.
✓Low/no reliance on financial markets: 

R&D in-house, strong cash flow to pay 
down debt.
✓Revenue reliability: We track scripts of 

Mounjaro every week.
✓Returns on invested capital: 150 years of 

evidence that the company’s in-house 
R&D has a unique proposition.
✓Idiosyncratic opportunity: Mounjaro for 

weight loss, Alzheimer’s.
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Cisco 
Systems

✓Self-amortizing asset: significant 
dividend, share repurchases.
✓Low/no reliance on financial markets: 

Cash exceeds debt.
✓Revenue reliability: Existing backlog 

covers revenue for the next 12 months+.
✓Returns on invested capital: In excess of 

20% per year for the past 5 years.
✓Idiosyncratic opportunity: Cisco can 

acquire smaller companies at more 
reasonable valuations.
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Cisco – notes from earnings report

Cisco is benefiting from strong demand that has set the stage for good visibility not only for the coming FY 
but also for FY24. Annualized recurring revenue (ARR) and Remaining Purchase Obligations (RPOs) hit 
record highs in the quarter and the company is working through a record backlog. Guidance assumes that 
the backlog doesn’t come down in FY23. In other words, there is more upside risk to revenue (if they can 
get the supply) than downside risk.

Indeed, this is the most confident I’ve ever found CEO Chuck Robbins. He is “quite optimistic about 
what’s ahead” as the qualitative convergence of long-term mega trends in communication coincides with the 
quantitative numbers about what is in the backlog and what is being added to the backlog.

Going into the quarter, they had anticipated some moderation in demand but that didn’t happen. In fact, 
after they revised their internal numbers at the beginning of July, they actually finished the quarter above
those levels. All this to say, July actually saw accelerated growth.
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Narwhal 
Update

• Personnel
• Harrison Pettigrew started as a Junior 

Portfolio Manager

• Products
• Market Memo

• Events
• Andrew and Tom speak at conferences

47
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NCM Macro
“Q3 2022 – High Winds”
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Disclosure

We certify that the opinions and predictions set forth in Narwhal Capital Management publications are, for better or worse, our professional beliefs at the time of 
publication.

We are not under duress or pressure from any of the corporate entities mentioned, nor do we intend to do business with them on the investment banking or 
advisory side of things. Nor is this a solicitation or inducement to take action, whether buying or selling, based upon the opinions presented. Again, this 
publication is a summarization of our professional beliefs and actions that have occurred in the past. We are not “selling” nor attempting to convince the reader of 
any one particular course of action.

Although we are investment advisors, our publications are not to be construed as investment advice. Quite frankly, this publication is a snapshot of our research 
and opinions. We strive to be as impartial, insightful and accurate as possible. We do base our opinions, analysis, and calculations on information and analysis 
that we believe to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee that they are either accurate or complete. We may change our minds about any item mentioned and we 
will not necessarily update them in print. We can guarantee that our research and opinions will sometimes be flat out wrong. This may be from subjective blind 
spots, mistakes, ignorance, uncertainty of predicting events, or emotional bias. However, we prefer that our predictions/opinions/research be proven right 100% 
of the time, and that the stocks our clients own go up, not down, therefore you can assume some level of self-interest and “hope” is present in this and all future 
publications.

At the time of publication employees of Narwhal Capital Management may or may not have held positions in the securities detailed in this report.

Unless otherwise noted, all financial data for investments accessed via the Bloomberg Terminal.

Finally, we must disclose that PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE RESULTS.
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